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A submarine periscope will bend and vibrate because of the impact of drag when it is raised. The drag on a periscope
is an important reference for the design, use, and other aspects of the periscope. To investigate the drag on a submarine
periscope, the dynamic strain responses of a real submarine periscope are measured in the field using bare fiber Bragg
grating (FBG) sensors based on quasi-distributed measurement technology. The experimental scheme for the real submarine
periscope is designed and described in detail. To ensure installation accuracy and speed, a novel packaged FBG sensor array
is proposed. Based on the prior full preparation, some complete data of the downstream periscope are collected, and the
drag on the periscope in different conditions is analyzed. Furthermore, theoretical analyses (using the Morison equation)
and numerical simulations (using Fluent) of drag are performed based on the parameters of the periscope. Finally, some
conclusions are given.

INTRODUCTION

The submarine is a special kind of underwater vehicle, and its
performance and safety are very important (Ahuja et al., 2010).
Periscopes are crucial modules for submarines and are likened to
the “eyes” of a submarine. Using the periscope, the crew can look
around the sea surface, determine the distance and orientation
of a target, and observe celestial bodies in order to locate the
submarine (Wang, 2006). When the periscope is used to observe,
it will incur bending, vibration, and other problems as a result
of the drag caused by vessel speed. Severe bending or vibration
will disturb the accuracy of a periscope, especially a navigation
periscope. The drag caused by vessel speed will seriously disturb
the positional accuracy of the periscope. The performance of a
conventional submarine periscope will not be affected by drag
when the sailing speed is less than 12 knots. When a submarine is
observing the sea surface (periscope condition) and finds enemies,
the submarine needs to dive instantly and has no time to retract
the periscope. The periscope will be subjected to the action of a
large drag and bend or vibration, as the speed of the submarine
is fast. The periscope and the periscope bushing are precision
components that can be damaged by a large load and vibration. In
addition, the vibration of the periscope will disturb the observation
from the submarine of the sea surface. A strong vibration can even
damage the optical elements of the periscope and cause functional
failure problems.

Therefore, whether a periscope can work normally under the
action of drag in different navigational statuses is an important
design index for the periscope of a submarine. It also has a guid-
ing significance for the correct operation of the periscope, for the
design of new periscopes and optical devices, and so on. Some
methods have been proposed to deal with the hydrodynamic prob-
lems of this kind of marine structures (Sarpkaya, 1981; Faltin-
sen, 1990; Sumer and Fredsøe, 2006). The submarine periscope
is approximately a smooth cylinder. The numerical and exper-
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imental results of a smooth cylinder have been compared and
analyzed, and they have referential significance (Otis, 1967; Li
and He, 1993; Li and Ye, 1990; Shen et al., 2016). When two
periscopes are both raised, they can be simplified to two tandem
circular cylinders. Many scholars have carried out a large num-
ber of numerical simulations and model experiments on tandem
circular cylinders (Sumer and Fredsøe, 2002; Armin et al., 2018;
Paul and Tiwari, 2019; Qin et al., 2019; Yao and Jaiman, 2019).
However, the marine environment is complex, with many interfer-
ence factors. Thus, both numerical simulation and model exper-
imental methods have their limitations, as the real condition in
the field is complex. The most effective method is to obtain the
measured data in the field and then analyze and compare the mea-
sured data with the numerical simulation results. The condition
of a periscope in a real environment can be accurately assessed
through this method.

Besides drag, lift also affects this kind of cylindrical structure
(Amano et al., 2015). Compared with drag, lift has less influ-
ence on a periscope. Therefore, drag is the main objective of this
paper. Given the preceding information, a real submarine experi-
ment is designed for measurement and analysis of the drag on the
periscope. The dynamic strain responses of a periscope in differ-
ent conditions are obtained by fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors
on a real submarine in the field. The conventional strain measure-
ment technology uses an encapsulated strain sensor or a strain
gauge (Huang et al., 2018; Kwak et al., 2018; Boutemedjet et al.,
2018). If the method of measuring the strain response underwa-
ter will be used, the strain gauge needs to be waterproofed and
welded onto the periscope. However, welding is not allowable on
the periscope. Considering all kinds of factors, a bare FBG strain
sensor (Wang et al., 2017; Srinivasan et al., 2016) is selected,
and the quasi-distributed measurement technology (Wang et al.,
2016; Kanellos et al., 2010) is adopted. At the same time, in order
to ensure sensor installation accuracy and speed in the field, a
novel packaged FBG sensor array is designed in the laboratory.
It is effective for sensor installation in the field. At last, the the-
oretical and numerical simulation results are evaluated and com-
pared with the measured results. Finally, some conclusions are
given.
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